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Is It Relevant to Keep Advocating Visual
Inspection of the Cervix With Acetic Acid
for Primary Cervical Cancer Screening in
Limited-Resource Settings?

Although the burden of cervical cancer has sig-
nificantly declined in high-income settings, this
preventable disease has remained a public health
priority in most developing countries, where it is
still among thecommonest anddeadliestwomen’s
cancers.1 Despite the huge number of resources
that havebeen invested over thepast decades, the
incidence of cervical cancer has continued to
increase in limited-resource settings, and projec-
tions for the coming years confirm that this ten-
dency2 will remain until high-impact interventions
(including vaccination against human papilloma
virus [HPV], which is the main factor leading to
cervical cancer [referred to as primary preven-
tion]) are widely and effectively implemented.
While the introduction of vaccines is relatively re-
cent and is still being investigated (ie, number of
doses and interval between doses, target age
range and population groups, long-term efficacy,
and adverse effects), screening and proper man-
agement of precancerous lesions (referred to
as secondary prevention) have been extensively
assessed and promoted around the world to curb
this problem.1

Given the difficulties to establish and sustain
cytology-based screening programs that have
achieved significant results in developed settings,
alternative methods of cervical screening that
could better meet the needs of high-burden but
resource-constrained areas have been developed
and largely studied.3-5 Considered so far to be one
of themost appropriatemethods for a screen-and-
treat approach (a concept widely endorsed as a
secondary prevention strategy suited for limited-
resourcesettings,which links screeningwithman-
agement of precancerous lesions to reduce the
loss to follow-up associated with multivisit schemes),
visual inspection of the cervix with acetic acid (VIA)
has been widely promoted and recommended for
many decades as a viable alternative to cytology in

resource-constrained countries.6,7 Advantages of VIA
include its relative simplicity (it can be performed by
midlevel health careworkers) and lowcost (it requires
short training andmodest equipment), as well as the
possibility of providing results immediately and thus
offering treatment to patients during the same visit.7,8

This enthusiasmabout VIAhas been reinforced by
the results ofmanydemonstrationprojects inhigh-
burden settings, most of which have shown that
the performance of this screening method was on
average higher than that of cytology,7,9 and that
themethodwas overall well accepted and feasible
in limited-resource settings.10,11 Thus, significant
investments have been made by private and pub-
lic donors, national and international governmen-
tal or nongovernmental organizations, and the
scientific community to promote this so-called
promising method of screening, to such an extent
that a growing number of high-burden countries
have endorsed and sponsored a single-visit
screening approach, with VIA linked to treatment
of cervical precancerous lesions, in their national
cervical cancer control programs.7

As these programs have been implemented and
expanded, many issues that had not been suffi-
ciently taken into account at the outset or whose
impact on the effectiveness of the strategy had
been initiallyminimized inpilot projects, emerged
when the VIA-based see-and-treat strategy was
used in the actual conditions of health systems in
these countries.12 These problems highlighted
the limitations associated with a VIA-based strat-
egy, and questioned both its sustainability and
effectiveness in reducing the burden of cervical
cancer.

From a screening method or an epidemiologic
perspective, the limitations of this strategy include
the subjective nature of VIA, which leads to high
variability in the performance of providers, fre-
quent false-positive results, suboptimal sensitivity
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and specificity, overtreatment, and poor perfor-
mance in postmenopausal women.1,7 In addition,
the absence of validated quality assurance
methods hampers standardization of VIA and as-
sessment of providers’ abilities to accurately per-
formthis test.Fromaprogrammaticor implementation
perspective, the feasibility of scaling up a VIA-based
see-and-treat approach was increasingly challenged
inthefield,becauseitdoesnotdispenseproviderswith
the important stepofcounselingorcareful explanation
about the need for follow-up (especially in case of
treatment) and the risk of adverse events asso-
ciated with treatment procedures.1,12 From a
prognostic or health impact perspective, al-
though an early trial has shown that VIA may
have a positive impact on reducing mortality
and morbidity related to cervical cancer,13 the
authors acknowledged that these results were
only achieved through rigorous study proce-
dures that were put in place. These study fea-
tures that are part of clinical trials (ie, VIA
practiced by well-trained health care workers
with regular refreshing and supervision, short
waiting time for participants, high rate of accep-
tance of screening and compliance with treatment,
low rates of adverse effects and patients lost to
follow-up, and gratuity of procedures) are actually
difficult to maintain in real practice. Moreover, re-
cent clinical trials have found more conflicting re-
sults on the potential of a VIA-based strategy to
have an effect on the burden of this preventable
disease.14,15Despite thisgrowingbodyofevidence,
several organizations (including the WHO and
scholarly societies) continue to advocate the use
of VIA for cervical screening in limited-resource
settings.16 If this recommendation could be un-
derstandable some years ago, when alternative
solutions to VIA were out of scope, recent scien-
tific and technological advances have allowed
the development of new screening tools that are
increasingly available and affordable.

Indeed, molecular screening based on the detec-
tion of high-risk HPV in exfoliated cervico-vaginal
cells (referred to as HPV testing) has made a lot of
progress and is nowadays considered the most ac-
curate screening method for cervical cancer. HPV
tests rely onmore automated procedures with less
human involvement and are more sensitive and
reproducible than VIA.17,18 Thus, HPV testing
provides greater reassurance towomen that they
are not at substantial risk of cervical cancer,
which allows larger intervals between testing
and consequently reduces the lifetime number
of required screening rounds. This is an impor-
tant consideration for limited-resource settings

because a small number of lifetime screening
rounds might improve the practicability of the
strategy in areas with an insufficient workforce,
while reducing the cost of the program.19,20 In
addition, HPV testing can be performed in post-
menopausal women without significant loss of
accuracy, and the specificity of HPV testing is
improvedwhen it is done from30years of age.7,18

Another major advantage of HPV testing is the
possibility of self-sampling, which is an additional
important consideration in limited-resources set-
tings because it can substantially increase the
participation and adherence of underserved and
hard-to-reach populations to screening.21,22

While HPV tests were initially expensive and
required sophisticated laboratory infrastructures
and highly skilled personnel to be performed,
recent advancements in the field of molecular
biology and genetic engineering have allowed
thedevelopment ofmore simplified andaffordable
HPV assays. Some of these assays have been
designed for use in resource-constrained settings
and can be used at the point of care because they
can produce results within a short period of time
(1 to 3 hours) and do not require extensive human
expertise or technical equipment.23-25 The value
of point-of-care testing is to avoid the costs and
attrition that occurswhenwomenmust be recalled
to get their results. Although improvements in the
development of simpler and faster HPV tests are
expected in future years, the most recent models
availablemayallow the incorporationofHPV testing
into screening programs in resource-constrained
countries.

Indeed, there are now validated HPV assays that
are inexpensive enough to compete with VIA for
use as primary screening tools in limited-resource
settings. As an example, in an ongoing cervical
screening program using VIA in West Africa, the
fees charged towomen for VIA vary between3 and
8 US dollars.26 Meanwhile, the price of an HPV
testing procedure in ongoing screening programs
inWest Africa and Latin America is between 5 and
6 US dollars per woman.25 Moreover, companies
that make HPV assays might be willing to offer
more affordable prices when HPV-based screen-
ing strategies are implemented nationwide as part
of programs wherein a high number of women are
screened. With respect to staff training, experts
established that a training shorter than 1 week
including didactic lectures, practical sessions,
and hands-on training was sufficient to train per-
sonnel to independently and properly perform
HPV testing procedures,27 compared with a train-
ing period of at least 2 weeks for VIA.28 In addition,
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periodic refreshing may be more demanding for
VIA than for point-of-careHPV testing, because the
latter is an essentially automated procedure. Con-
cerning the reliability of HPV testing in rural set-
tings, some HPV assays have been designed for
use in limited-resource settings where the elec-
tricity supply is suboptimal and a cold chain is
poorly available.23,24

Recently, ASCO published its new resource-
stratified clinical practice guidelines for secondary
prevention of cervical cancer.29,30 This is a prac-
tical and useful adaptation of the WHO’s guide-
lines for cervical cancer screening; it is based on
the four-resource tier approach developed by the
Breast Health Global Initiative.31 Interestingly,
ASCO guidelines provide guidance on the number
of lifetime screenings, the age groups targeted for
screening, and the management options, in re-
lation to the level of resources available. This is a
major advance in helping decisionmakers choose
an appropriate prevention strategy, especially in
limited-resource settings.

While we agree with the recommendation that
HPV testing should be the preferred approach for
cervical cancer screening, the argument that VIA
in the basic-resource settings can be used to build
health care infrastructures until HPV testing be-
comes available seems questionable. To support
this recommendation, the authors refer to the
results of a large trial that demonstrated the
positive effect of VIA screening on cervical can-
cer mortality, but not on its incidence.14 How-
ever, they did not seem to take into account the
results of another large trial that reported no
significant reduction in the numbers of cases
or deaths from cervical cancer after a single
round of VIA or cytology.15 Therefore, the re-
duction in cervical cancer mortality observed in
the trial by Shastri et al14 could be explained, at
least in part, by the high number of VIA-based
screening rounds (four in total) and the short
interval between two consecutive screening
rounds (24 months on average), which is hardly
achievable in the basic-resource settings. Thus,
when recommending one to three screenings
per lifetime in the basic-resource settings, the
authors of these guidelines should recognize
that the use of a VIA-based strategy under these
circumstances has no proven benefit in terms of
mortality from or incidence of cervical cancer.
Accordingly, it seems irrelevant to keep support-
ing the use of VIA for cervical cancer screening
with the hope that it might improve health care

infrastructures in the basic-resource settings.
Indeed, this wouldmean advising decisionmakers
to invest scarce resources in building a health
system using a strategy with uncertain health im-
plications for the population, while better options,
such as lower-cost and point-of-care HPV assays
that have a proven effect on population health, are
readily available. This does not seem to be the best
recommendation for limited-resource settings,
particularly because cost-effectiveness studies
have demonstrated the advantage in terms of
health benefits of an HPV-based screening strat-
egy that yields high population coverage over a
VIA-based screening strategy.32,33

Supposedly, even if decision makers approved
this approach, its applicability on the ground
would raise other concerns. From the population
perspective, if women are told that the VIA strategy
has uncertain health benefits but is rather intended
to help build health care infrastructures to pre-
pare for future incorporation of more effective
screening methods, in addition to the ethical
issues that this may pose, their willingness to
participate in the program might be significantly
lowered. This could be compared with a vacci-
nation strategy where the government decides to
administer distilledwater to the target population,
explaining that the distilled water might not be
beneficial in termsofpreventingadisease, but that
it can help build a vaccine delivery system that will
be operational when effective vaccines become
available.

In conclusion, we would rather suggest, in the
basic-resource settings, to consider introducing
an HPV-based screening strategy linked to treat-
ment of lesions, with the most affordable HPV
assays that havebeenvalidated for cervical cancer
screening,23-25 and to build the health care in-
frastructures that better match the needs of an
HPV-based strategy. In settings where no screen-
ing program exists, the introduction of HPV testing
should be considered at the same level of priority
as building the health care infrastructure. In set-
tings where a VIA-based program is already imple-
mented, HPV testing should be introduced for
screening and VIA used tomanage women whose
screens were positive. If we want to gain time and
savemore lives in the fight against this disease, our
prevention policies should bemore ambitious and
updated in light of the most recent scientific and
technological breakthroughs.
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